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Staff éf a rh aeleta mth obi tory 
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There is a Me passderabls advantage in choosing men for a laboratory 
so that various types of mind are represented. Some men are distinguished 
for their, original ideas, others for their balance’ in judgment. Some men 
have a.great interest in the study of the literature and are willing to © 
act as bibliographers for their. less diligent: comrades A “walking dic- 

tionary" is very valuable. in any branch of. Bot Demeeee. Other men display 
ability in the design of apparatus. anc even in its actual construction, 

though, on the whole, it is.a mistake to allow scientifically trained re- 

search men to do work which can he done more quickly and to greater advan- 
tage by mechanics. 

All investigators will find it.an advantage to have the ability to 
express themselves clearly in speech and:in writing. It is invariably 
necessary for an investigator to write up his own work, and a man who has 
no faculty in this direction may consyme a great deal of time in doing so. 

The college training which a young research man may be expected to have 

in this direction amounts to a training in English composition anc as much 

précis writing as he can get. 

The remaining qualifications of a.satisfactory research worker are 
personal and cannot easily. be taught. In the selection of men due regard 

must be paid to their moral qualities. In ordér to be successful in asso- 
Giation with others a man must be wnselfish, and: willing to co-operate. © 
A certain amount of frankness is desirable, since.a man who is extremely ' 
reticent about his work is likely, sO ae asin a a ee reticence in 

others. ; bite sing 

A characteristic on which Dr. Whitney places sreat weight is opti- 
mistic activity, because, without it, little that is new can be done ex- 

cept by accident. With Psideninte optimism,’ even in the absence of more than 
pyeraae. knowledge, useful discoveries are eee sure to be made. 

Dr. Matting considers that the parse des of rena necessary for a 
research man. may be classified under the heading of imagination coupled 
with sound judgment, which..when combined with incentive form the qualities 
essential for success in research.: : 



Men who have been conspicuously successful in training and inspir- 

ing students, such as Nernst, J. J. Thomson, Rowland, Liebig and Ramsey, 

have invariably been men from whom students acquire by association a 
large measure of scientific imagination, sound judgment ané 2a love of 

knowledge which acts as an incentive to research. 

The director of a research laboratory must necessarily have a con- 
siderable amount of experience in organization and also be well acquainted 

with the subject to which the work of the laboratory is to be applied. In 
a university laboratory he will naturally be a professor and will conse- 

quently be experienced -in teaching; in a specialized: laboratory he should 

occupy a position of authority in regard to the seneral subject on which 
the laboratory is working. In an industrial ilaboratory it is most impor- 
tant that he should have had some manufacturing: experience in the works 

processes, but, ‘at the same time, it is absolutely essential. that the 
directér of an industrial, research laboratory should have a “considerable 

sympathy with purely scientific work and a real interest ‘in the advance= 

ment-of scientific theory. It would-be ia fatal migtake to select as the 
director of a research laboratory &® man who-was not -himself keenly inter- . 
ested-iin- scientific. work, however sood an administrator ‘he might be or. 

however much knowledge he might have of works processes. 

if a man of first-class scientific training who is acquainted with 

the application of the research work cannot: be found, then a man of full . 

scientific training should.be chosen and: given en opportuni ty to become 

fully acquainted with the ‘technical side’ of the subject. Since in many 

cases a research laboratory will cover several branches of science it is 
not possible to find men who are authorities in all the branches covered, 

but the director should have an interest in-all the work that is dane , and. . 

should be sufficiently acquainted with the different branches of science 

represented to understand the work which is done and to have a sympathy 
with the methods and aims of the- specialist investigators without pretend- 
ing to any complete knowledge. rivaling that of the specialists. He must, 

moreover, possess natural ability to analyze :problems ani draw deductions. 

Whenever new work is undertaken the director-is called upon to analyze 
the problem into its essentials and direct the work into channels likely 
to be profitable, The results obtained. from -completed work must also be 
estimated and utilized to the greatest advantage, this calling for a con- 
siderable exercise of judgment eee per cate 

a ay . 

However great a w sau cea as an investigator & man may have, he is. 
not suitable as the director of a laboratory unless he is capabie of | 
directing the work of others. ... He should be'a good judge of rien and able 
to manage as well as inspire them; he should be a leader rather than a 
driver, Moreover, he must be of an; independent temperament and willing to 
allow credit to fall on the. men under him, being contented himself with. 
credit for the efficient operation of the laboratory as a whole. Nothing . 
is more disastrous for a laboratory than a director who claims credit 
which rightfully belongs to his men. 

we 



In the end, the character and efficiency of a laboratory will be 

influenced chiefly by the personality of its director, and the develop- 
ment of laboratories will. depend upon the possibility of finding men 

suitable for their organization and leadership... In criticizing a scheme 
advanced by the author for the establishment of a national research 
laboratory of great size to undertake researches for the entire industry 
of a country, W. R. Campbell objects that it would be impossible for one 
man to supervise adequately so vast an undertaking, that he would inevi- 

tably favor those subjects on which. he had himseif worked, and that a 

lack of balance would ensue. It is quite possible that at the present 
time this criticism is valid, but it may be remembered that the same 

criticism had been made Poeee diac the possibility of operating large 
armies, and that nevertheless. soldiers were found capabie of handling 

the vast groups of armies who fought in the great war. Men of such 
calibre are, of course, very rare and probably the organization of re- 
search has not yet progressed sufficiently to enable them to obtain the ~ 

necessary experience and training in minor positions, 

FOREST EXPERIMENT STATIONS 

Washington Office 

Beginning March 1, erazing investi igations were transferred from 

the Branch of Grazing to the Branch of Research. This will undoubtedly 
bring about a mech closer correlation of the work between the grazing ex- 

periment stations and the forest experiment stations. Because of the 

closeness of our work, we are incorporating in this issue a section deal- 

ing with grazing work, and will contimme the practice for the time being 

at least. 

Congressional Action 

The Agricult tural Bill | which passed the Senate on February 27 was 
given to a conference committee of both houses of Congress to, readjust 
differences in the bill as it passed the two houses. It has been re- 
ported out of this committee with favorable recommendation of the in- 

crease for the Appalachian station. However, the bill has not been 
acted on by either house, as there are a few differences still existing 

between the two Houses of Consress, but none of these affect the work 
of the Forest Service, Having agreed upon the Forest Service items, 
it is doubtful if there will be any changes in the silvicultural in- 
vestigations item now. This means that the California station will be 

established this year and the Appalachian station will receive a consid- 
erable increase. The fire weather item for the Weather Bureau in. the 
bill provides for $15,000. 

Senator Wekintey of . Citinens introduced a bill in the Senate pro- 
viding for a Central States Forest Experiment Station to be located in 

the State of Illinois and providing 380,000 for its maintenance, This 
is the iargest bill so far introduced for any experiment station up to 

the present time. 

pr, 



Cooperation ake Weare Bureau 

‘Following the pabsage et’ the - apeteuntir el Bill: ‘a apa? of con- 

ferences were arranged -between-this‘office iand -the Weather Bureau'to » 
discuss the expenditure of funds urider the fire'weathér item. Bécause™ 
of the way in which the item came about, approximately $10,000 of the 
$15,000 available will. be spent in thé West and $5,000-in the East. Plans 
are-under Way.to establish in each ofthe major forest regions a junior 
metedrologist who will work’ upon the fire weather problem and chiefly 
that ‘of ‘predicting conditions favorable for the spread of fires. Under 

the proposed plan a man is to be located- in California, the Northwest, 
the Northern ‘Rocky Mountains, Lake: region and the Northeast. A meeting 
is to be held in the Pacific Northwest the middle of April to presérit - 
the proposed plan to a large group ‘of timberland owners, foresters, and 
releted interests, to be followed by possibly a smaller meeting in the 
East. No.details.of the plan have ‘yet been worked out and further con- 

_ ferences will be arranged after the‘result of the meetings become known. 
i ot hae 

Eee 

Committee Work 
i gee ee Sis RENO 

The Committee on Growth and Yield has sent out for consideration 

the final draft of the results so far, and for a judgment of the committee 

members as to the way in which the material should be presented. This 
has: been mimeographed and copies are availabtée for distribution. It is 

planned, that the final work on this ype shall be cometsar t this 
oe Spring. # 

/& new a netroarl on sainplte paves ‘has een ins Gakeae This committee 
consists of representatives from thé: Association of State Foresters, the 
Society of American Foresters, the Offices of Pathology and Forest In-’ 
sects, and the Forest Service. The committee members as appointed from 

the State foresters by President Besley include W. R. Hine of Lovisiana; 
Edmund Secrest of Ohio, and W. M. Baker of New Jersey. Those appointed 
by President. Dana to represent the.sgciety include A. °€. “Cline of Harvard, 
J. 4s Ferguson of:Pennsylvania, J. N. Spaeth'of. Cornell, and°F. S. Baker 
of the University of.Califarnia. The: Forest ‘Service tee requested Drs - 
Craighead and Dr. ‘Hartley: to represent their -réespective: offices and ‘has’: 
é6esignated Duncan Dunning; G. A. Pearson, and BE. N. Manns aS mémbers’ ‘from 
the experiment stations. It is plammed that this committee will’ become * 

another all-Service:.project of the. forest’ experiment ‘stations ,- and to ‘this 

end the designation "Viii-4, WO" has been assigned its Because of Manns! | 
participation on this committee, the forest experiment stations not rep- 
resented will, through him,:'be po cater ga as was the case in 1 the Sfowth 
end yield Eommin tees Beka te ta ; 

pit oF : ' e = ; Mite ete ps re ee 

Pee stors 

Show left about the middle of' the month after working fora few 
weeks with the editors andiothers.in.the office On some’ of his pee. 

which he is endeavoring to: Caiiione : Beran ® are al busta tied uy, in’ 

the District work.. : : 
ay 
goat, 
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Mitchell arrived to work on some of the Lake States fire study 
and to utilize the tabulating machine equipment. Following the comple- 
tion of the: work on his study, he is assisting in the Office of Ex- 
cogil Stations in handling the routine work. 

“Mearale, who has been in Washington since the beginning of the 
year, ‘left the first part of April, taking with him the Douglas fir yield 
study as far as it has been completed. MmrArdie has found that the prepa~ 

ration of a yield table involves a considerable amount of work in addi- 

tion to that taken in the field, and that not all field work is capable 
of being utilized in the final report. In the development of this Doug- 

las fir yield table Reineke developed a method of doing away with one 

step in the preparation of the yield table through the use of an aline- 

ment chart and the possibility of pubting the whole yield table in an 
- alinement: ‘chart: FOrm.. .. 

Measurements 

[Bue to the demands of a number. of nEGuES the machine tabulator 
had ari exceeding gly busy month. Rush work for Meyer of the Northeast, 
that he might set away. from his present assignment to the Pacific North- 

west where he undertakes new Guties, the regular work for the office, 

some additional work.on the methods-of-cutting study for Show, Mitchell's 
fire study, and McArdle's yield study, to say nothing of a. few other odd 

jobs, were responsible for the machine being run practically continuous 
from early in the morning until late at night. On a number of days ap- 
proximately 16 hours’ work constituted a working day. 

A high percentage of the time of the computing force was spent on 
the Douglas fir yield study, ‘supplemented by a considerable number of 

other jobs which included the regional yield pine study, the development 
of mensurational technique, and the chécking of manuscripts. The re- 
maining vacancy in the. force was filled during the month by the reap- 

pointment in the Service of Mrs. G. M. Wood, 

pePrary. : 

- During the month there were 1169 books. and periodicals loaned from 
the library, and-139 members of the Servicé and others. consulted the li- 

brary in person. During the month 271 books and articles were indexed 
for the catalogue. ? : : 

"CLBAR, EFFECTIVE WRITING" 

The ciabow jerks bichines any editing does an author any good that 
does not make him fighting mad. I should say, fighting mad and yet un- 
able to annihilate the editor. i say this not through any false sympa- 
thy for editors, but because the writer, if he be able to commit mayhem 

. upon the- editor, will thereby so soothe his irritation that it will no’ 
longer drive him to more profitable action. The most prof fitable domdition 

ieee 



of infuriation is that in,which the subject can only gnaw. his nails in 
despair, pick up the dear, dead thing that was once his cherished manu- 

script,-and vow to heaven that -*failing any other satisfactory form of 

retribution - he will so recreate these mauled and mangled pages that not 
the recording angel himself will find a flaw in. them. 

I know this from my own experience. The most valuable thing any 
_ writer can learn is to be hard:boiled with himself. And I mean hard 
‘boiled enough to bounce. When a writer has. reached the point where he 
is willing to lay aside his manuscript-for a week or two and then read 
it through with a feeling of camdid criticism, he has got nowhere at all. 
When he has reached the point where he is willing to analyze every para- 
graph and sentence of his manuscript, and to cut it down of his own ac~ 
cord 50 per cent in bulk, after it has ‘reached what he had vowed would 

be its final form - at that point there is beginning to be some hope for 
that writer. He is not yet past the wicket on the Hill of Difficulty, 

however. . He will only be past it when he is ready and willing to tear 
up his manuscript and burn the pieces, and start all-over again - when 

he is ready = age .to do Soe end does it. 

What?. Write every. eatiotaa ht twice, from the ster Nothing 
. would ever be, published! 

E mormeels Here is Show's Requirements report on the pine region 

almost in page-proof forn and my record says it is one year and three — 

months since the manuscript: as revised after the Madison conference came 

in. Hardly a single Department bulletin or ‘G@ircular can boast any bet- 
ter record. Most of them consume at least half this time in being edited ~ 

and revised, and edited.and rerevised before appearing in galley proof. 

I'm not convinced that the writer who completely rewrote his material 

before submitting it, or, at. least, who wag hard boiled.enough to do so 
if he had any indication that that was the’ vest Bee oe would not avoid 
much of os delay now suffered. ; s 

That is why I beli eve that the only truly valuable. edibtae is that 
which is so merciless that the writer in his suppressed rage works him- 

self up to the point of determination to meke his material editor proof. 
He won't succeed, of course, because at least 10 per cent of any editing 
is quibbling end personal preference; but he will do . Sque eeee wea 
more Bene haits He will learn -how to write, 

DENDROLCGY 

Federal Horticultural Board Activities 

It may be recalled that with the close of 1925 further commercial 
importations of Narcissus bulbs, allowed without restriction during the 
previous 3 years, were stopped.- The object of permitting unlimited 

importations during this 3-year period was to enable prospective growers 
to establish yielding bulb plantations in this country so that the needs 
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cf the country could be met by home. production,: thereby avoiding the 

further risk of introducing European bulb pests that are known to be 

dangerous to our large onion-growing: industry. In allowing Narcissus 

bulbs to enter the United States during this temporary period the 
:. board realized that the risk was being taken of éstablishing foreign 

-"bulb’pests here. But the risk-seemed unavoidable and justifiable be- 
eamse of the great horticultural necessity of establishing permanent 

3? 2°oproduction ‘here of Narcissus bulbs, which are‘a necessity in this coun- 
try. There is now assurance. that. homie pole apode ay wili take care of the 
ingest Ss" demand. | tt: 

Yenoring the board’ S. erie in wcceipedines this ‘unlimited D-year 

’ Importation period, many. importers: brought: in millions of Narcissus 
bulbs solely for. spring forcing:and the production of: ‘ut’ Flowers, the 
spent bulbs being afterward destroyed. Such importers cheerfully 

certified that the bulbs were to-be used for propagation, but they made 

no attempt whatever to establish permanent plantations. With the cutting 

‘off “of unlimited importations these people are now claiming that their 

rights have been arbitrarily: denied them. .No sympathy is due such con- 
scienceless citizens, and. none -is eiyentt * Poe 

Under proper safeguards a sneetidy is now: + peat HY legitimate 

: growers still to import limited quantities of new and little known bulbs 

‘unobtainable here'now, for the. purpose of keeping the country supplied 
with up-to-date material. ‘These bulbs are made safe by treatment with 

hot water which kills all insects in them and does not injuré the vital- 
ity of the bulbs. 

Already « attempts to. take advantage of this opportunity for contin- 

uel importation of new bulbs are being made by dealers who still desire 
to obtain bulbs for forcing and the cut-flower rade. They are request- 

ing permits to import large quantities of bulbs declaring that propaga- 

tion.only is the purpose. On being. informed, However, that treatment 
of the bulbs with hot water renders: them incapable of being forced im-. 

mediately for cut flowers - but. rendering them. stiil capable of being . 
grown for propagation, most of: these. requests have been withdrawn, be-. 

cause these importers have no real propagating facilities outside of 

greenhouses or intention of fulfilling their promises to use the stock 
for propagation. “The board's further requirement that importers must 

show where the stock is to be, grown in-outside plantations, and: the knowl 
edge the board now has that only , certain sections of the country are 
Climatically suitable for successful outside culture, enables the board 
at.once to detect fraudulent efforts to obtain stock not to be used for 

legitimate purposes: Tiese orivileges of importation offered to genuine 

growers are now so safeguarded that there is little or no opportunity 

for fraudulent operations to. "get. by.,'': while legitimate propagators are 

given every encouragement and facility for developing home production, 
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NORTHEASTERN FOREST BXPERIVENT stanton 

Taring the early part of. the done cya. USHA visitea the Pennsyl- 
vania’ State Gollege, State College, Penn., where he addressed the For- 

estry Society: on "Research Work in the Eastern Part of the’ United States." 
--F¥om’ State College he went. to Harrisburg to atterid: the winter’ meeting of 

the Allegheny section of the Society of American Foresters, and thence to 
- :Washington for a few days, returning to Amherst March 12. The remainder 
ofthe month was spent in getting the Investigative Program ready for 

final typing, and in making final preparations for a four months’ absence 

in Europe. While in Europe Dana will attend the World's Forestry Con- 

gress at’ Rome’ ‘as Department. of. Agriculture representative, after which 
he will visit the more important forest experiment: stations in Austria, 

S Czechoslovakia, Germany, . ashi Sweden, and Finland. _ 

Sone ‘Behre: spent. the inet. getting « a. nuieee of odd jobs out of ened way. 
saalthe Pesca naneesrint on "Form Class Taper Curves and Volume Tables". 

was. ‘forwarded to Washington for publicatien; the working plan for the 

-cetudies of the application of the form class system new under way was 

revised and enlarged to bring it up to date: computation of checks upon 

the volume tables, prepared for use in the spruce yieid table study, 

were: gotten under way. The check upon the table for balsam proved quite 

‘igatisfactory, the net error in the estimate of the total volume of 3506 
trees used in the test being -9, 61%; end the average deviation of the 

individual trees only 4.24% Checks for the other species are not yet 
~. completed. 

Westveld completed a plan for the establishment of permanent , 

./. Sample plots, together with suggestions for studies of methods of cutting 
in the spruce region of the Northeast. This work was the result of reso- 
Jutions adopted by the. subcommittee for the Northeastern States of the 
Paper and Pulp- industry. advisory Committee and of the Northeastern For- 
est Research Council, urging the Northeastern Forest Experiment Station 
to submit a list of” specific prejects on which they desired cooperation 

of the various wood-using industries and agencies interested in forest 

research, together with instructions indicating the precise methods to be 
followed in securing the desired. data. The plan will be mimeographed and 

distributed to interested Siccaicay pe igi ry the ‘Northeast. 

Westveld also oe the oe plan for his methods of cutting 

stuiy. The pian for the reproduction phase of the project this season | 

has been considerably elaborated with a view to making a more intensive 

stady of factors affecting. the ae hae oe establishment of spruce 

ana fir FeRROCR Rate 

eee is working on the last phases of his yield study of even- 
aged: red spruce and its coniferous associates in an effort to get his 

manuscript in shape for publication before his departure for the Pacific 

Northwest Forest Experiment Station about June l. 

ibe 



In addition to carrying on the computations in connection with 
the fire statistical study, Stickel visited Sandwich, on Cape Cod, ad- 

dressing a meeting of the Cape Cod Foresters’ Association or "The For- 
est Fire investigative Program of the Northeastern Forest Eypeziment 
Station” with special reference to the forecasting of fire weather and 

the statistical analysis of forest fire records. While in. that vicin- 

ity he went over the region with Fire Warden Crowell. Besides famil- 
iarizing himself with the very interesting native vege ee he found 

a few specimens of maritime pine,— the northern limit of that species 
in the United States, according to Sudworth. Stickel also spent a day 
in Worcester in conference with Doctor Charles FP Brocks of Clark Uni- 

versity on some phases of a fire weather study which is being conducted 

at that institution. | 

Spaulding put in several days at the Farlow Herbarium at Harvard 

University and at the arnold Arboretum, consulting. bocks and specimens 
of wood-ratting fungi, and one ‘day at New Haven in conferences on 

chestnut blight and related work. He devoted the remainder of the month 

to correcting his manuscript on European blister rust, and in study of 

‘Old records on oauiageaing fungi of the Northeastern States. 

0 
qc 

we YU Dre Crocker, director of the Boyce Thompson itute for Plant 
Research, feve an interesting series of exchange lectures at the ‘lassa-= 

chusetts. Peer lennon College the fore part of the month, which weré 

attended py members-of the staff. His lectures, in addition to a dis- 
cussion of the organization and equipment of the institute, dealt with 
some of the more important problems being studied by the institute. 
The institute is particularly well adapted to undertake studies involving 
the control of numerous environmental factors affecting the growth and 

in 
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structure of plants. Some of the controls which have been established 
include temperatures, constant: concition light and dark rooms, spectral 
Slass greenhouses, and carbon dioxide plant. 

“The course in nanan Ecology, given by Westvela and Stickel, to a 

_groap of senior and graduate students, ended with the close of the winter 
term, and proved. an sities ainincs = and successful one. 

The station force was rather hard hit by ne "flu": during the 
month, necessitating considerable sick leave. 

Miss McGowan, who: was transferred from the Westin neton office to 

the station January 1, left thé last of March. W. H. Day, who has been 
engaged in computation work on the Methods of Cutting study, left the 

latter part of the’month:to accept a permanent appointment with the U.S. 
Veterans’ Bureau.. George Sargent, who has recently graduated from the 
Forestry Department of the University of Minnescta, reported as an Under 

Scientific Helper March 31. 
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PACIFIC NORTHVEST FOREST BXPERIMENT STAVION 

An extraordinarily early spring after a short mild winter has made 
us turn to field work sooner than we preferred to in order to get dnne 
certain jobs that must be done before grovth starts. Munger and Westveld | 
spent three days at Wind River early in the month and did all the neces- 
sary arboretum transplanting and sowing. Isaac was in the field for nearly 
two weeks, and Simson left for hhs summer station at Wind River to start 
the regular meteorological readings and periodic camiamueges ce of forest 

fuels tests April. Le 

We are taking great satisfaction in having decided upon and put 

into use during the month a scheme for classifying our pamphlets, bulle- 

tins, clippings and manuscripts that should be permanently retained, 

This task had been postponed for some time; meanwhile the practice in 

other small office libraries has been studied. Our classification scheme 

1s designed to fit our individual needs, is very. simple, and ties in con- 
venigntly with the present filing scheme. 1% provides for subjective fil- 
ing in pamphlet boxes or in verticle-drawer folders, depending upon the 

shape of the material, and it can be kept up with the minimum of clerical 
work, : 

“McArdle has been in Washington through the month putting the finish- 
ing (we hope] touches on the Douglas fir yield tabies, about which we are 

getting a number of impatient inquiries. 

Isaac spent the first half of the month preparing progress reports 

on various minor projects. A&n interesting point that showed up in connec- 

tion with the germination and survival studies at West Fir’, Oregon, was the 

increased seedling death that accompanied extremely high maximum temperatures. — 
The death rate apparently showed no direct relation to high mean tempera- 

tures or moisture conditions. He spent the last half of the month at the 
Wind River Branch Station where, with temporary assistants, he made the 

periodic measurement of two thinning plots, started the germination tests 

of both the Douglas fir seed storage in the duff experiment and the noble 
fir seed storage test. Also 7,200 replacements were put in the Douglas 
fir spacing test plantation. This heavy mortality of almost 33 per cent 
is attributed to the fact that the plantation was on @ hot site that was 

just previously double burned. With practically no shade or cover on the 
area except a few charred logs, the seedlings in the more exposed Pe 
were unable to withstand the extreme drought of last summer, 

Westveld worked several days with Munger on aie library and compila- 

tion files. Most of the remainder of the month was divided between pub- — 
licity articles on brush disposal and working plans for some of the admin- 

istrative projects to be conducted by local Forest officers. He left on 
a field trip through eastern Washington on April 1, to be gone a month, 

during which he will visit a number of yellow pine lumbering operations 

to see their brush disposal practices and learn their local problems. 
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Simson prepared an article for the Oregonian.on "Putting Static 
-to Work," and gave a short talk before a meeting of the local section of 

' the American Institute of Electrical Engineers on the use of "The Barrage 
_:Receiver in Static Investigations." The current progress report on the 

static study was completed, and the 1924-1925 lightning study data tabu- 
lated. The punch carding will be begun when Mc4rdie returns from Vash- 

ington. Last year District 6 received rather more than its fair share 
of lightning fires,— over a thousand - and most of them were caused by 

storms occurring on fire days so that the fires came in bunches. 

The inevitable details of winding up the winter's work and prepar= 

ing for the field season occupied some of Simson's time. At the Wind River 

Branch he found almost summer conditions prevailing. One field assistant, 

a graduate forester, is working with him. A-slash fire was visited the 

evening of the 30th and at 8.00 p. m. was making a very satisfactory burn. 
Advance sparks from blazing snags were catching in rotten wood'and duff 
and the fire as'a whole was behaving in a manner normal to a late June 
fire. This was largely accounted for by the fact that the fuels had been 
dried by a prolonged period of subnormal relative humidity and on the even- 

‘ing in question the relative humidity remained low and did not reach its 
normai high night value until five o'clock in the morning, an unusual 

condition for even midsummer, 

DISTRICT 5 - CALIFORNIA DISTRICT 

As a result of Mr. Show's trip to Washington, several of his final 

reports were advanced toward publication. Final editing of the "Timber 

Growing and Logeing Practice" bulletins for the pine and redwood regions 

was compieted and the distribution agreed upon. The general form was 
agreed upon for the Department bulletin "Forest Nursery and Planting 
Practice." “Logging and the Forest" is to appear as. a Department circu- 
lar.- “Cover Type and Fire Gontrol" will also appear as a Department cir- 
culare ‘ i 

Show's transfer necessitated checking over property records cov- 

ering several years back. As usual, it proved easier to assemble the 

records than the property itself, but by pooling our resources and much 

constructive argumentation the property custodian's margin of advantage 
is erptne lly shin reduced. 

The aiigadic assemblage of methods of cutting data continues to 

occupy mich of the time of the depleted Research organization. We have 
successfully involved the Section of Computing in Washington to the ex- 
tent of putting the data through the .punch card mill. “Most of the twenty- 

five plots have been under observation for fifteen years and promise to 
yield significant information on marking and reproduction. In addition to 
the usual diameter class and plot summaries, a thorough-going analysis is” 

being made by tree or thrift classes. These tree classes are based on 

the original crown and stem descriptions. Seven fundamental classes are 

considered for sound trees, combining in various vays the crown, stem and 
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age factors which control growth, value of product, ability to bear seed 

and respond to release. An attempt is being made to determine how vari- 

- ous injuries, diseases and defects modify growth rates of the fundamental 

- glasses. Some preliminary figures of several years ago and first re- 

‘- gults of-the present work give promise of useful application in marking. 

OF: impor tance is the soabipildty of reducing insect losses on sale areas. 
-- A current study of the Bureau of Entomology indicates conclusively that 

'. the western pine beetle selects certain types of trees. if these tree 
types can be delineated with sufficient clearness, losses may be reduced 
by improved marking. 

4 manuscript has been received for review from A. E. Wieslander 

of the ‘Lassen, covering methods of predicting yield on the Eastern Lassen 

Working Circle. 

The California White and Sugar. Pine Manufacturers Association has 

-. decided upon a program of forestry reSearch, to be in charge of Mr. S.R. 
- Black. Emphasis at the beginning will be placed on studies of the eco= 
nomics of handling forest lands, fire control, disposal of secondary spe- 

cies and methods of logging. 

A working plan was prepared for a small scale administrative slash 

disposal study to be conducted under the supervision of Forest Management. 

NORTHERN ROCKY MOUNTAIN FOREST EXPERIMENT STATION 

The month was spent by almost the entire staff on compilation of 
field data on various projects and the preparation and revision of re- 

ports. 

| A good part of Gishorne's efforts in the way of compilation of 

field data this nonth was devoted to the working up of weather. records 
for comparison vith the 5-year summary of fire data recently completed 
by the District office. In a good deal of work of this sort that Gis- 
borne is doing, we have in mind a proposed bulletin by. Flint and Gisborne 

covering the forest fire situation for District l. : 

Coed smoserese was made in. ns ees ear of revising our local vol-= 
ume tables. Haig’and Forest Ranger Regnes gave full time to the project 
and Ranger Yochelson was able to spend 7 days on the work. 

After finishing the first draft of another report for publications 
"Experiments with Classes of Stock Suitable for Planting in Northern 

Idaho,” Wahlenberg terminated his. winter detail of 2+ months and returned 

to Savenac Nursery. Because of the very mild weather in March, nursery 
and field planting activities are being started much earlier this year 
than usual. , 
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Visitors to the office of the Experiment Station during the month 

ae were Dr. C. A. Schenck of Darmstadt, Germany, Mr. Detwiler of Blister 
Rust Control, and Mr. aga of the Forest Insect Station at Coeur 

ghia Hydlens. Idaho. 

ROCKY MOUNT AEN FOREST EXPERIMENT ST 0TON 

March witnessed the completion of Reeser’s compilation of past rec- 

ords for the individual acre pilots and sub-plots of the station forest. 
A brief report was prepared: and is being circulated, showing the general 

_plan for a sustained yield. The weakness of the plan is obviously in the 
Yack of sufficiently comprehensive increment data, but these are accumu- 

lating and this, like all eplor "working plans; will improve with age and 

frequent revisions. ; 

The report on "Forest Growth in the Central Rocky Mountains," embody- 

ing all of the sample plot results available to date, as well as all other 

worthy contributions to the study of increment rates, was finished and 

forwarded to the Forester under the joint authorship of Bates and Roeser. 

At the end of the month Bates had suffi ciently cleared his desk of 

routine matters to be able to turn to a critical re-examination of the 1-5 

data and other eviddnce of the importance of soil chemistry in infinencing 

the growth of trees. While it is not thought that anything cconciusive has 

“yet been shown which can be made of practical use, a thorough examination 

- of the past experiments should point the way to a more systematic plan for 
the future and possibly lead to a parallel system of soil studies in some 

of the other regions, where soil variations cause a Bo0ks deal of confusion 
in classifying sites, ebce 

Four or five days were spent by Bates in travel to line up the 
tree-planting contest under the auspices of the Colorado Springs Chamber 

of Commerce and to observe the results of past planting in eastern Colo- 
rado. On covering a sufficiently large territory a good many successful 

examples of plantations from 10 to 30 years old are observed, which show 

Clearly what can be done when the matter is approached in the right way. 

Localities differ a great deal, and the question is left somewhat open as 
to whether this is due to variations in soil or is largely a matter of the 
attitude which prevailed at the time of settlement or later. Certain it 
is, however, that there are areas of heavy clay on which, with the low 

rainfall, trees will have to be nursed very carefully to succeed, 

About twenty schools are formally enlisted in the contest for 1926, 
but this is no measure of the planting which will be done as the result 
of this campaisn and of other educational forces which are becoming more 
and more active each year. The real difficulty is not so much in getting 
people to plunt trees as in getting the follow-up necessary to insure suc- 
ee: This is especially a problem for school grounds where the adage 
“everyone's business is nobody's business” applies. Where the teaching 
staff ig stable, the best results are to be expected, 
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This activity has led to a couple of conferences with the new State 
Extension Forester, Mr. C. A. Lee, who feels not only that the Colorado 
Springs interest in plains tree planting is desirable end not in con- 

flict with his aims, but that it relieves him of a 3004 deal of respon- 

“sibility for the local area. However, no responsibility is being assumed 
“beyond that which can be carried incidentally. 

One day was spent with M. W. Thompson in going over the Public Re- 
quirements report for D-2 and’ another day will probably be phe i before 

a4 sala is completed. . 

Roésér put 3 iii ‘the second half of the month compiling a general 

 spmse volume table in cubic feet yhiee is needed by several Forests. 

Fiela work at the station will ‘gat be peered before the middle of 

’ April, although a large number of evaporimeters required to be calibrated 

and returned for use of other Service units will demand some attention be- 

Lore that time. 

ie fn extremely interesting outgrowth of the local publicity given to 
-‘ forestry over a period of several years is the desire of a group of land 

‘owners in the "Black Forest" to organize for fire protection and sane for- 
est management. It ig a case of "minimum requirements" for public protec= 

- tion, ona Local scale, since the denudation of any of the numerous hold- 

ings would react unfavorably on the entire area, which is being developed 

to some extent as a summer-home area. . This is Sbauia forest of western 
yellow pine over an area of 60 square miles, with "streamers" which are 
gradually, in the absence of grass fires, extending the forest over a much 

larger area. ‘The experiment station sees in this area of private holdings 

an opportunity to apply much of the information which has been accumulated, 

though local study cf growth will have to be made. It is hoped, with the 
cooperation of the owners, to establish a demonstration area where the best 
forestry possible can be practiced under their eyes, and more exact infor- 
mation on growth gradually accumulated. The situation is fortunate in 
that there is a good market for fuelwood as well as larger products, ties 

and props. At the same time that the experiment station is attempting 
-.to "sell" management, Supervisor Hamel expects to be able to organize the 

. group for fire protection. Both phases are to be discussed at a community 
. meeting April 4. 2 
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4 APPALACHIAN FORES? EXPERIMENT STATION 

General 

The item of greatest. interest in March was the approval of an in- 
crease of $18,000 for the Appalachian Station by the House and Senate 

Conference Committee on the Agricultural Sepply Bill. If this item is 

retained it will enable the station to enlarge its work considerably. It 

will be possible to put field parties into the eastern and northern parts 

of the territory where relatively little work has been done hitherto. 
Seme thought has already been given to plans for the expansion of work in 

case the increase becomes a fact. While nothing definite has been decided 

upon, emphasis will probably be given to the leading BED ISEES in the sta- 
tion's present program before entering upon new aiudies. A wider geograph- 

ical extension of the current projects is very much sae The station 
Will also be able to remedy its present shortazse of equipment and to con- 

tinue the developments at Bent Creek on a more substantial basis. 

A. W. Budd, who was with the station last summer as field assistant, 
is again with us for a few weeks, assisting in field work on the inflanma- 
bility study, in computations for various projects, and in the perennial 

library work. 

There has been an influx of visitors from New England during the 

last two months. Among these were William B. Hill, of Bangor, Me., indus-= 

trial agent for the Bangor and Aroostock Railroad; Mr. Z. Chafee of Provi- 
dence, R. I.; Mr. and Mrs. Theodore F. Borst of Framingham, } 
Blake of Portland, Me. Several of these were shown the planta 
Biltmore Estate by Haasis. Roy L. Hogue of Jackson, Miss., drop 

his way to New York to join Dr. Schenck’s party en route for 
will be present at the World's Forestry Congress at Rome as a ds 

pointed by the Governor of Mississippi. 

Dr. Humphrey Leaves 

Dr. C. J. Hunphrey has resigned as forest patho los sist at the station 
and has accepted a position as pathologist and mycologist for the Philip- 

Pine government under the War Department. Dr. Humphrey left the station 
March 17. He will sail for Manila with his family on May 11. His resig- 
nation is very mach regretted by all at the station; we wish him she best 
of snecess in his now duties, Dr. Humphrey’s successor has not yet been 
named, 
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Silvicultural Requirements 

The report for a bulletin on "Timber Growing and Legging Practice 
in the Scuthern Appalac Ahian Region," by Frothingham and McCarthy, was com- 
sata and eo vagacd to Washington. 
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-.. Plans to put in 86,000 transplants this‘year, mostly Norway spruce, from 

_: Holmes expects to plant some areas. on the Mount Mitchell State Park, 
pe ee station planting will be in chain square Sect of 100 trees each, 

'., several species being tested on two exposures. «a shipment of two-year-old 
‘~ Japanese larch seedlings, from State Ports Secrest of Ohio, has already 

Frothingham attended the Clarke-McNary Section I conference at 
Raleigh, N. C., principaily to place the fire control section of the re- 

port before the State and Federal foresters for criticism, One after- 
noon of the sessions was spent in a rather thorough review of the part 

of the report dealing with fire control, end omic suggestions were re=- 

ceived and incorporated. 

mtaniing in. the Spruce. Type gene 

Dradevetidis are being made ae Haasis. ee: the spring experimental. 

planting on Clingman's Peak, along the Mount Mitchell motor road. The 

planting will take place in April, in connection with the larger planting 
to be done by the Pisgah National Forest starf. Supervisor M. A. Mattoon 

the Gladwin, W. Va., Forest Service nursery, and. State Forester J. Ee 

been received and heeled ins Small lots of seedlings or transplants of 

_. northern white cedar, white fir, sugar maple, lodgepole pine, red pine, 

Scotch pine, and Engelmann spruce have been promised by the Syracuse and 
Cornell forest schools, the Pennsylvania Department of Forests and Waters, 

the forest experiment station at Cloquet, Minn., and Forest Service nurs- 

eries in Colorado, Montana, and Michigan. 

small quantities of seed of a number of exotic conifers have been 

received, and these will be sown in the Champion Fibre Company": Ss nursery 
at Canton, N. C.. 

Fire Weather and Inflammability (Pf, B-2) 

A comparatively dry period between March 23 and March 28 made possi- 
ble the continuation of tests on the rate of drying of leaf litter. Rec- 
ords were obtained Guring five days of this period on a south slope at the 
Bent Creek laboratory. The leaf litter, which is more compact than when 
tested last fall, is still capable of drying to an inflammable condition 
in one day under the influence of the sun, a medium wind, ana relative 
humidity of 50 per cent or lower. On three days out of the five it reached 
&® moisture content of 6 per cent of its dry weight or lower, This was true 
in spite of comparatively high humidities and low temperatures. A 0.24-inch 
rain raised the moisture content to 135 per cent and this dried during the 

following day to 25 per cent... That night without rain it re-absorbed water 
to 54 per cent and dried the folléwing day to 5 per cent. The conclusion 
is unavoidable that one moderately dry day will create a fire hazard on 
south exposures. 
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Grazing Damage (Pa~1) 

. Haasis completed his:report on the importance of grazing in the 

.- Southern Appalachian region, which srew out of his study of grazing dam— 

age. On account. of the station's hitherto cramped financial concition 
and the fact that grazing on the unfenced. timberlands in the mountains 
is at present of minor importance, it has been recommended that the 
grazing damage study be dropped as a project for the time being. Ob- 

servations of grazing damage will be contimved, however, in the study 
of methods of cutting and natural reproduction in the hardwood types. 



LAKE STATES FOREST EXPERIMEN? STATION 

A meeting of the Wisconsin Agricultural Council was held at Mad- 

ison during the month to which representatives of the State Drainage, 
Equity, State Department of Agriculture, State Agricultural College, 

Bureau of Markets, and Farm Bureau were brought together. Mr. Zon was 

invited and attended this meeting and gave an address on "Forestry as 
a Part of the Land Utilization Policy." He felt that the meeting was 
thoroughly in earnest and promised to result in improvement in the trend 

~ ‘and policy of development of the Wisconsin Agricultural College. It 

- seems probable that forestry will have a place and a more important 

place in the new policy than it has had in the past in Wisconsin, 

The preliminary draft of the working plan for the study of swamps 
was completed during the month, and arrangements made for cooperation in 
this study with the Minnesota and Wisconsin State College Divisions of 
Agricultural Engineering. The Minnesota arrangement provides for the 

expenditure of $300 by the Division of Agricultural Engineering on the 
cooperative project. The Drainage Division of the Bureau of Public Roads 
in Washington will also probably cooperate, although the definite agree= 

ment with them has not yet been received. 
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Et mane ng apie Considerable time has been spent by Zon in conference regarding 
the re-organization and plens for the development of a satisfactory re- 

search program for the Cloquet station. Good progress has been made, 

' 

pienso 

The reports for the individual operations in the study of Compar- 
ative Costs of Logging Small and Large Timber were completed during the 
month and sent to the three companies which cooperated. Favorable com- 

ment has been received from one of them. The combination of these three 
reports into one remains to be done. 

Mitchell spent most of the month in Washington running the cards 
for his fire studies through the sorting and tabulating machines. This 
work was practically completed by the end of the month. 

A draft of a report and article on the Survival and Growth of Trees © 
Plented in Rock Creek Park Arboretum, Washington, D. C., was prepared by 
Brown, The manuscript of the jack pine growth and yield study has been 
revised and rewritten. The forest planting manuscript has been subjected ~ 
to careful scrutiny by Mr. Zon and will require some revision and retypéng — 

as suggested by the editorial insertion of a question mark in the last : 
monthly report. 

Mr. S. R. Gevorkiantz terminated his temporary employment with the — 

station on March 15 after having rendered a large amount of faithful 
high~grade work in connection with the logging cost and the growth stud- 
ies. He is to be employed by the Cloquet étation beginning April 1. 
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Arrangements have been comple ted and are working smoothly for the 
pp agine of forestry movie films with several of the moving picture thea- 
ers and high schools here in the Twin Cities. The arrangemerts include 

ae showing of the pictures at several of the larger fowns throughout the 

tate which are on the CS. & Ruben circuit. 

The station had an interesting visit from Francis Kiefer, formerly 
a member of the Service in District 7, and since the War engaged in the 
pucpwood business with headquarters &t Port. Arthur, Ontario. He is in- 
‘terested in the possibility of growing spruce in Michigan under the new 

tax law for the Port Huron Sulphite & Paper .Company. 

The members of the station, together with the Forestry faculty, 

were hosts at a meeting of the Plant Science Group of the University here 

at the station. This group consists of the faculty members and graduate 

students of all the divisions of the University of Minnesota concerned 
with plant sciences including agronomy, forestry. horticulture, botany, 

pathology, genetics, soil and phamacy. S&bout 40 attended. Zon talked 

on Forestry and Botany, and Kittredge on Ferestry and Soils. 

SOUTHERN FOREST EXPERIMENT STATION 
EE oN EE SR ES CRE ED 

General 
Ee 

Forbes and Demmon spent practically the whole month at headqarters, 
the latter making short trips to Texas and Bogalusa, Hadley and Wakeley 

spent most of their time at McNeill and Bogalusa, respectiveiy, with 

occasional trips to New Orleans. | 

Ail meanbe=s of the technical staff were at headquarters on the first 

of the monch, at which time a conference was held relative to pase work 

ana future pians for the extensive surveys. 

Wyman addressed the Naval Stores "Get-Together," held in New Or- 
leans during the first three days of March. He spoke on the experinents 

at Starke, and particularly on the yield table and short season test 

Fortes, Pemtien. and Hadiey attended several of these sessions. The first 
two members also went to most of the sessions of the Southern Pine Asso- 

ciation meeting held from the 22nd to the 24th, 

Wyman attended a meeting of the Board of Directors of the Florida 
Beautificasaon and Forestry Society at Gainesville. He also made a trip 
to Sterling, Georgia. with Mr. R. EH. McKee of the Florida National For- 

‘est, and Mr. R. EH. Benedict of the Brunswick Land and Lumber Company. 

At Sterling he met Mr. Js; T. Young, who is to put in 3,000 French and 3,000 
4émerican faces in young timber. Mr. Benedict hopes to develop a system 
whereby turpentine can be used as a by=product. 
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We were fortunate to have the Pine Institute of America, Gull 

Point, Florida, purchase $300 worth of weather instruments for our use 

at Starke. This additional equipment will enable us to carry on some 

very worth while experiments for which the station did not have the funds. 

Hadley accompanied Messrs. J. 0. Hazard, Secretary of the Florida 

Beautification and Forestry Society; W. F. Hill, H. L. Baker, and G. 1. 
- Backus to Bogalusa and showed them our own and the Great Southern Lumber 
Company's reforestation experiments, and to McNeill, where he explained 

our grazing project to them. 

Visitors at the station headquarters during March, aside from those 
already mentioned, were as follows: Miss Bloise Gerry; Frank E. Haskell, 

Forester for W. M. Carney Mill Co., ‘Atmore, Alabama; George F. Cornwé@ll, 
Editor of the Timberman, Portland, Oregon; Donald Bruce and Mr. Stevens 

of Mason & Stevens, Washington; Messrs. Durland, McClellan, Tinker, and 
Wellington stopped in on their way to examine forest properties in Panama, 

Protection, Fire - 

Demmon visited the Cherokee State Forest, Texas, in company with 
Assistant State Foresters Bond and Eberly and made a preliminary examina- 
tion of the Forest preparatory to the proposed establishment of a short- 

leaf pine fire plot there. 

Measurements 

While in New Orleans Mr. Bruce gave one day to review of Hadley's 
computations of tupelo volume and yield and suggested minor changes in 
methods of checking that should be used. Only slight changes in final 

yield figures will be necessary. 7 

Management 

Cole spent the first week of the month in the office making compu- 
tations on core measurements for the aceclerated growth study. Demnon 
put in a considerable portion of his time during the month on this study 

and,with Forbes ani Bruce, had severai conferences relative to methods used 

in the computations. 

Demon, with the assistanve of Mr. Barron of the Great Southern 
lumber Company, completed the field work in the method of cutting study 

recently laid out st Talisheck, Louisiana, on land of the Great Southern 
Lumber Company. Permanent reproduction strips were established, keeping 
seedling counts separate for each of 30 chains of line run. 
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Forestation 

Germination and seecbed counts, plantings, etc., were made by Wake- 

ley and Chapman. The sand flats were set up and put in working order. 
The installation of these experiments necessitated the counting and re- 
counting of 16,400 seeds. he 

GRAZING RESEARCH 
The members of the office are well pleased with their transfer to 

the Branch of Research. if we may judge by the results of the month of 

March, it will mean greater soordination of effort between the Office of 
razing Research and the other offices of the Branch. -This is bound to 

stimulate research effort, and in the end undoubtedly more therough appli- 

cation of the findings cf research may be expected. 

The members of the office attended an inter Pose conference April 

7 in the Extension Service, at which Professcr Paul J. Kruse of Corneil 
University discussed some phases ef psycholcgy in extension work. It is 

planned to issne the two lectures he gave in mimeograph form, and these 
are commended to 211 men concerned with getting better management princi- 

ples into practice. 

Visitors 

Director C. L. Forsiing, of .the Great Basin Experiment Station, 
spent the month of March:in Washington for the purpose of finai organiza- 

tion of his manuscripts om the il years’ results of the grazing and ero- 
Sion project at the station, and on grazing management of the browse type 
in southern Utah, .. | . 

Mr. W. G. McGinnies, in charge of range investigations in District 1, 
completed the-school work for his doctor's degree at the University of 

Chicago in the latter part of March, and is now in Washington on detail for 
the purpose of preparing reports on his range management project on the 

Madison Forest, crd the Poker Jim experimental carrying capacity test on 

the Custer. He has recently accepted an assistant professorship at the 

University of. Arizona, and will also be Grazing Range Specialist of the 

Experiment Station. He assumes his duties there about September 1 of this 

year. 

Director B, Youngblood, of the Texas Agricultural College Experiment 

Station, caJied at the office-to discuss their and our range investigative 
work, He was particularly interested in our experimental work on carrying 
capacity. 

Pofessor C. B. Hutchison, of the International Educational Board, 

Paris, ®rance, called at the office particularly to discuss with Colonel 
Greeley and Mr. Clapp the research activities of the Forest Service in 



forestry. This board, a Rockefelier foundation, has as its function the 
encouragement of education and research in the physical, mathematical, 
and biological sciences throughout the worlc, though at the present time 

its work is largely concerned with Europe.’ The board plans to aid cer- 
tain universities, with a view to developing the best facilities for 

training reséarch personnel and for conducting research. They also fi- 

- nance additional training of outstanding men. Prof. Hutchison states 
that many of the prominent research men of Europe are working under 

great handicaps of equipment, supplies, and funds. Dean James E. Russell, 

of the University of Wisconsin, has recently gone to Asia to consider the 

situation there, in the interest of the board. 

Dr. J. Arthur Harris, head of the Department of Botany at the Uni-~ 

versity of Minnesota, called at the office to discuss the cooperative proj- 
ect which he and Director Forsling have under way at the Great Basin Ex- 
“periment Station on cell tissue fluids. 

DISTRICT 1 

The Poker Jim Experimental Pasture Carrying Capacity Test 

A pasture of about 3,900 acres on the Guster Forest has been placed 

under experimental control to determine its carrying capacity and, in con- 

nection therewith, what intensity of grazing and season of use will prove 
most favorable to the production of timber and forage. 

The volume of forage produced in.1925 was slightly below AVETALE » 
The actual use by cattle for a season from May 17 to September 7 gave 76 
per cent utilization of the range forage crop. Grazing that would have 

given proper utilization would have required .88 forage acre per cow per 

month. Two of the three units of the pasture required .79 and .8l1 for- 
age acre per cow per month, respectively. ‘The third unit required 1.22 
forage acres per cow per month. In the latter case the average growth 
of the important forage plants was 30 per cent below that in the balance 
of the pasture, probably the result of past over-utilization with conse- 
quent deterioration of stand and slight erosion of the valuable surface 

' soil. : 

-Mr. 3, W. Hartwell is studying the influences of grazing on reproduc- 

tion and spread of western yellow pine in a correlated project, 

JORNADA RANGH RESERVE 

The weather conditions here during the past week have been very ex- 

ceptional in that somewhat more than an inch of rain has fallen with a 

fairly good showing of snow in the mountains. From all reports, this pre- 
cipitation has occurred pretty generally over the southern part of the 
State. This moisture, together with that which has already fallen during 
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the late winter and spring, will no doubt cause considerable growth; in 

fact, a good weed crop has already been reported in several localities 

in this section. So far the weed crop on the Jornada has been ravher 

light, but Schoeller lcoks for a considerable improvement in the near 
future. A mmber of grasses including Black grama, the Aristidas and 

Panicle grass have already put on some growth and Schselier rather antic- 

ipates some Tobosa growth very soon. In view of this unusual ccndition 
Schoeller hardly believes that it would be advisable for him to go on 
military leave next month, since there wiil in all probability be con~ 

siderable vegetative work to look after. He has therefore decided not to 

take military leave as was contemplated. 

Both Mr, John Kerr and Dan D. Casement called at the office yester- 
day. The afternocn was spent on a trip to the ¢crnada, looking over the 

range and discussing conditions. They also visited the Gollege Feeding 

Experiment at Summerford. Mr. Kerr said that this section of the State 

and the Jornada in particular looked better from a range standpoint than 
he had ever seen it before. Mr. Casement was very mach interested in the 
Jornada investigations and particularly in the plan of management under 

the new cooperative agreement with Mr. Waggoner. He seemed to think that 

the plan was very conservative but at the same time he was of the opinion 

that Mr. Waggoner should be able to realize a reasonable profit out of 

the undertaking. 

The Black grama period study enclosures are mearly completed, and 

Schoeiler believes that they will prove to be quite satisfactory. It will, 

he beiieves, be weil to establish the quadrats and complete the initial 

Charting during the coming month. 

MANUSCRIPT REPORTS RECEIVED 

Northeastern 
> 

Form Class Taper Curves and Volume Tables and Their Application. 

C. Edwerd Behre (For Jour. Agr. Res.). 

Timber Growing and Forest Practice in the Central Hardwood Region. 

C. R. Tillotson, 

Washington 

Standardization of Methods of Preparing Volume and Yield Tables (Committee 
on Growth and Yield. Mimeographed statement). 

District 8 

Progress of Restocking Cut-over Areas, Tongass National Forest. 

Jd. M. Wailey. 
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Appalachian 

‘Timber Growing and Forest Practice in the Appalachians. HB. 4. zothing- 
ham and RE. F. McCarthy, with an introduction by Colonel Greeiay, 

The Influence of Weather on Inflammability of the Forest in the Southern 
Appalachian Region. HE. F. McCarthy. . 

Report on a Study of the Importance of Forest Grazing in the Southern 
Appalachian Region. F. W. Haasis. 

The Decreasing Importance of Forest Grazing in the Southern Appalachian 

Reson. &£. We Heasig. ~ 

Rocky Mountain 

The Management of the Station Ronese J. Roeser, Jr. (Office Report). 

Forest Growth in Central Rocky Mountains. C. G. Bates and J. Roeser. 

| District 5 : 

Results of Nursery and Planting Investigations in California. S. 3. Show 
(Dept. Bul). : 3 

Pacific Northwest 

Temperature Distribution and the Effect of Seedbed Covering. A. G. Simson 
(Jour. For.) ; 

New Method of Pine Brush Disposal. R. H. Westveld. (The Timberman, Feb- 
ruary 1926. } 

Measuring Tree Heights on Slopes. R. E. McArdle and Roy A. Chapman (Jour. 
For.) 

Prebiminary Report on Brush Disposal for the Yellow Pine Region of 
Oregon and Washington. R. H. Westveld. 

Northern Rocky Mountain 

age Classes of Western White Pine Stock in Relation to Aspect of Planting 

Site in Northern idaho. W. G. Wahlenberg (Jour. Agr. Res.) 
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Benre, C. Edward. 

Trees of Any Size Class. (Jour. 

Brewster, Donald and Studies in Western Yeliow Pine Nursery Practice. 
J. A. Larsen (Jour. Agr. Res. December 15, 1925.) 

The Conversion of Jack Pine to Red and White Pine. 

19766} 
Brom, R. M. and f 

H.D.Petheram (Jour. For. March, 

Tables. (Jour. Brace, Donald. Method of Preparing Timber Yield 
March, 1926.) Agr. Res. 3 
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The Trend ie Forest, Fire Research in Northern idem Gisborne, H. T. 

issue of Idaho Forester.] (Spring 

(Four-L Lumber News, Flight of Fir Seed Recorded. Isaac, L. A. 

March, 1925.) 

Krauch, Hermann. The Determination of Increment in Cut-over Stands 

(Jour. Agr. Res. March 15, 1926.) 
a 

of Western Yellow Pine in Arizona. 
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Munns, E. N. 
United States {Indian Forester, March, 

Reineke, L. H. Sues ison of Caliper and Diameter Tape Measurements 
of Second-growth Loblolly Pine. (Jour. For. March, 1926, p. 326.) 

Simson, A. G. Study of Static Promises Aid in Fores 
Oregonian) March 21, 1926. 

New Method of £ 

1926.) 

Zon, Raphael. Forestry and the Mining. industry in the Lake Superior 
Region. {Lake Superior Mining Inst. 24th Annual Report, 1925.) 
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